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IIIINSTRUNSTRUNSTRUNSTRUCTIONSCTIONSCTIONSCTIONS 

1. You may use calculators when writing this question paper.  
2. Learners should make sure that their question paper consists of all the pages (13 

pages and 42 questions). 
3. Learners should immediately fill in their personal details on the answer sheet.  

SchSchSchSchool and learner codes must be filled in on ool and learner codes must be filled in on ool and learner codes must be filled in on ool and learner codes must be filled in on the the the the answer sheet.answer sheet.answer sheet.answer sheet.    
4. Answer all questions on the answer sheetanswer sheetanswer sheetanswer sheet provided.  All multiple-choice questions 

(questions 1 to 40) are answered on the front pagefront pagefront pagefront page and questions 41 and 42 are 
answered on the backbackbackback of the answer sheet. 

5....    Answer sheet for multipleAnswer sheet for multipleAnswer sheet for multipleAnswer sheet for multiple----choice questions: choice questions: choice questions: choice questions: Choose only one of the options (a, b, 
c, d, or e) and use the answer sheet provided to indicate, clearly shaded, the 
answer you choose. Only oneoneoneone answer per question is allowed. No marks will be 
allocated if more than one answer is given in a question.  

6. Calculations can be done on the question paper or on a separate clean page that 
the teacher/invigilator gives you. 

7. A maximum of 60 minutes60 minutes60 minutes60 minutes are allowed to complete the question paper. 
8. Your answer sheet will be collected after 60 minutes. 
9.9.9.9.    NB! Answer the first 40 questions on the multipleNB! Answer the first 40 questions on the multipleNB! Answer the first 40 questions on the multipleNB! Answer the first 40 questions on the multiple----choice answer sheet. When the choice answer sheet. When the choice answer sheet. When the choice answer sheet. When the 

learner has finished this, he/she can turn over the answer sheet and complete learner has finished this, he/she can turn over the answer sheet and complete learner has finished this, he/she can turn over the answer sheet and complete learner has finished this, he/she can turn over the answer sheet and complete 
questions 41 and 42 at the back of the questions 41 and 42 at the back of the questions 41 and 42 at the back of the questions 41 and 42 at the back of the answer sheet . answer sheet . answer sheet . answer sheet .     
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MMMMULTIULTIULTIULTIPLEPLEPLEPLE----CHOICE QUESTIONSCHOICE QUESTIONSCHOICE QUESTIONSCHOICE QUESTIONS    
    
    
1. WWWWhich one of the following number sentences is falsehich one of the following number sentences is falsehich one of the following number sentences is falsehich one of the following number sentences is false????    
a. 7 + 2 = 2 +7 
b. (4 x 2) + (4 x 3) = 4(2 + 3) 
c. 12 x 13 = 13 x12 
d. 6÷ 3 = 3÷ 6  

e. 5 x 0 = 0 
 
 
2. Write Write Write Write 80%80%80%80%    asasasas    a decimal number and then as an ordinary fraction in its simplest a decimal number and then as an ordinary fraction in its simplest a decimal number and then as an ordinary fraction in its simplest a decimal number and then as an ordinary fraction in its simplest 

form.form.form.form.    

a. 0,8 and 
G

HI
    

b. 0,8 and eight hundredths 

c. 0,08 and  
G

H III
 

d. 0,08 and 
GI

HII
 

e. 0,8 and  
J

K
 

 
 

3. Calculate the followingCalculate the followingCalculate the followingCalculate the following: : : : 7777    + + + + ((((
L

M
÷÷÷÷

N

O
))))    + + + + √MQ    

a. 14 
H

R
 

b. 14 
S

T
 

c. 2 408 
U

G
 

d. 14 
U

G
 

e. 2 408 
H

R
 

 
 
4. Calculate Calculate Calculate Calculate [22 + (5 x[22 + (5 x[22 + (5 x[22 + (5 x    3) 3) 3) 3) W W W W MN]]]]    
a. 21 
b. 160 
c. 14 
d. 22 
e. 29 
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5. Ann Ann Ann Ann buys a Tbuys a Tbuys a Tbuys a TVVVV.  The price was reduced by a.  The price was reduced by a.  The price was reduced by a.  The price was reduced by a      
L

M
   on a sale. on a sale. on a sale. on a sale. If she pays R12 If she pays R12 If she pays R12 If she pays R12 000000000000,00,00,00,00    for for for for 

the TV, what was the original price?the TV, what was the original price?the TV, what was the original price?the TV, what was the original price? 
a. R3 000,00 
b. R12 000,00 
c. R16 000,00 
d. R9 000,00 
e. R4 000,00 
 
 

6. JohJohJohJohn wants to build another shelf into his cupboard.  The hardware shop only sells n wants to build another shelf into his cupboard.  The hardware shop only sells n wants to build another shelf into his cupboard.  The hardware shop only sells n wants to build another shelf into his cupboard.  The hardware shop only sells 
wood in lengths of 1,2 metre.  He asks them to cut off a quarter so that it can fit into wood in lengths of 1,2 metre.  He asks them to cut off a quarter so that it can fit into wood in lengths of 1,2 metre.  He asks them to cut off a quarter so that it can fit into wood in lengths of 1,2 metre.  He asks them to cut off a quarter so that it can fit into 
his cupboard.  What is the length in his cupboard.  What is the length in his cupboard.  What is the length in his cupboard.  What is the length in centimetres of the piece that was cut off?centimetres of the piece that was cut off?centimetres of the piece that was cut off?centimetres of the piece that was cut off? 

a. 0,3 m 
b. 1,5 m 
c. 30 cm 
d. 4,8 m 
e. 15 cm 
 
 

7. The South African The South African The South African The South African rrrrand (ZAR) and (ZAR) and (ZAR) and (ZAR) sells at R16,00 for the American dollar sells at R16,00 for the American dollar sells at R16,00 for the American dollar sells at R16,00 for the American dollar ($)($)($)($),,,,    RRRR20202020,00 ,00 ,00 ,00 
for the British pound for the British pound for the British pound for the British pound ((((££££))))    and and and and R1R1R1R15555,00 ,00 ,00 ,00 for a for a for a for a EEEEurourourouro    ((((€€€€))))....        HoHoHoHow many American dollars w many American dollars w many American dollars w many American dollars 
can you buy for can you buy for can you buy for can you buy for RRRR11111111    222200000000,00,00,00,00???? 

a. 847 British pound ((((££££)))) 
b. 550 American dollars ($)($)($)($) 
c. R700,00 
d. 700 American dollars ($)($)($)($) 
e. 550 Euro ((((€€€€)))) 
 
 

8. Complete the following number pattern:Complete the following number pattern:Complete the following number pattern:Complete the following number pattern:    
  1 x 8 + 1 = 9 
  12 x 8 + 2 = 98 
  123 x 8 + 3 = 987 
  1234 x 8 + 4 = 9876 
  12345 x 8 + 5 =........? 
a. 1234 x 9 + 6 
b. 987 65 
c. 987 123 456 
d. 98765 = 1234567 
e. 98 7654 
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9. Together PTogether PTogether PTogether Peter eter eter eter and Gabriel are paid and Gabriel are paid and Gabriel are paid and Gabriel are paid R150R150R150R150,00,00,00,00    for the three hours they worked at for the three hours they worked at for the three hours they worked at for the three hours they worked at 
the tuck shop at school.  If Peter worked for the tuck shop at school.  If Peter worked for the tuck shop at school.  If Peter worked for the tuck shop at school.  If Peter worked for two hours and Gabriel for one hour at two hours and Gabriel for one hour at two hours and Gabriel for one hour at two hours and Gabriel for one hour at 
the same rate of pay per hour, how much did Peter earn?the same rate of pay per hour, how much did Peter earn?the same rate of pay per hour, how much did Peter earn?the same rate of pay per hour, how much did Peter earn? 

a. Peter earns R150,00 
b. Gabriel earns R50,00 
c. Peter earns R100,00 
d. Peter earns R75,00 
e. Gabriel earns R100,00 
 
 

10. Ms Ms Ms Ms DDDDe Beer e Beer e Beer e Beer did a survey on did a survey on did a survey on did a survey on MMMMonday in her Grade 6 class:  twenty of the learners in onday in her Grade 6 class:  twenty of the learners in onday in her Grade 6 class:  twenty of the learners in onday in her Grade 6 class:  twenty of the learners in 
the class indicated that they would be interested to join the class on the Saturday the class indicated that they would be interested to join the class on the Saturday the class indicated that they would be interested to join the class on the Saturday the class indicated that they would be interested to join the class on the Saturday 
to go iceto go iceto go iceto go ice----skating.  When Ms skating.  When Ms skating.  When Ms skating.  When Ms DDDDe Beer e Beer e Beer e Beer again does a survey on Friday to finalise again does a survey on Friday to finalise again does a survey on Friday to finalise again does a survey on Friday to finalise 
arrangements, all but 5 (five) withdrawarrangements, all but 5 (five) withdrawarrangements, all but 5 (five) withdrawarrangements, all but 5 (five) withdraw.  How many learners did want to go ice.  How many learners did want to go ice.  How many learners did want to go ice.  How many learners did want to go ice----
skating on Friday?  skating on Friday?  skating on Friday?  skating on Friday?      

a. 20 
b. 25 
c. 15 
d. 5 
e. All 
 
 

11. MMMMr r r r Jooste Jooste Jooste Jooste does a survey in his does a survey in his does a survey in his does a survey in his GGGGrade 6 class consisting of rade 6 class consisting of rade 6 class consisting of rade 6 class consisting of 35 le35 le35 le35 learners.  Twenty four arners.  Twenty four arners.  Twenty four arners.  Twenty four 
of these learners like Mathematics and 19 like Afrikaans.  There are of these learners like Mathematics and 19 like Afrikaans.  There are of these learners like Mathematics and 19 like Afrikaans.  There are of these learners like Mathematics and 19 like Afrikaans.  There are 12 le12 le12 le12 learners arners arners arners 
who like both Mathematics and Afrikaans.  How may learners do not like either who like both Mathematics and Afrikaans.  How may learners do not like either who like both Mathematics and Afrikaans.  How may learners do not like either who like both Mathematics and Afrikaans.  How may learners do not like either 
Mathematics or AfrikaansMathematics or AfrikaansMathematics or AfrikaansMathematics or Afrikaans???? 

a. 19 
b. 7 
c. 12 
d. 31 
e. 4 
 
 

12. Suppose the first rugby team of the FunSuppose the first rugby team of the FunSuppose the first rugby team of the FunSuppose the first rugby team of the Fun----Learning Primary School is the league Learning Primary School is the league Learning Primary School is the league Learning Primary School is the league 
winners every second year, and the netball team is the league winners every third winners every second year, and the netball team is the league winners every third winners every second year, and the netball team is the league winners every third winners every second year, and the netball team is the league winners every third 
year.  year.  year.  year.  If both teams won their leagues in 2014, in which same year will the two If both teams won their leagues in 2014, in which same year will the two If both teams won their leagues in 2014, in which same year will the two If both teams won their leagues in 2014, in which same year will the two 
teams both be leteams both be leteams both be leteams both be league winners againague winners againague winners againague winners again????    

a. 2016 
b. 2020 
c. 2018 
d. 2017 
e. 2022 
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13. WWWWhat type of triangle is the followinghat type of triangle is the followinghat type of triangle is the followinghat type of triangle is the following????    
    
    
    
 

a. equilateral triangle 
b. arbitrary triangle 
c. isosceles triangle 
d. right-angled triangle 
e. acute-angled triangle 
 

14. Determine Determine Determine Determine the the the the circumference of the figure belowcircumference of the figure belowcircumference of the figure belowcircumference of the figure below....    

                 
a. 22 cm 
b. 20 cm 
c. 25 cm2 
d. 20 m 
e. 22 cm2 

 

15.    Uncle Chris has to fence a rectangular piece of land that measures 100 Uncle Chris has to fence a rectangular piece of land that measures 100 Uncle Chris has to fence a rectangular piece of land that measures 100 Uncle Chris has to fence a rectangular piece of land that measures 100 m x 85 m m x 85 m m x 85 m m x 85 m 
((((EFGHEFGHEFGHEFGH; ; ; ;     ssssee the sketch below) so that he can grow vegetables on the ee the sketch below) so that he can grow vegetables on the ee the sketch below) so that he can grow vegetables on the ee the sketch below) so that he can grow vegetables on the 90 m x 75 m 90 m x 75 m 90 m x 75 m 90 m x 75 m 
areaareaareaarea    ((((ABCDABCDABCDABCD))))    kan plantkan plantkan plantkan plant. . . .     HHHHe makes a path around the area where he wants to grow e makes a path around the area where he wants to grow e makes a path around the area where he wants to grow e makes a path around the area where he wants to grow 
vegetables.  What is the width of the path he makesvegetables.  What is the width of the path he makesvegetables.  What is the width of the path he makesvegetables.  What is the width of the path he makes????    

                  
a. 10 m 
b. 10 m2 
c. 100 m 
d. 5 m 
e. 5 m2 
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16. If one block presents one If one block presents one If one block presents one If one block presents one cmcmcmcm3 3 3 3 oooor one cubic centimetre, what is the volume r one cubic centimetre, what is the volume r one cubic centimetre, what is the volume r one cubic centimetre, what is the volume of the of the of the of the 
object below?object below?object below?object below? 

      

 
 
a. 8 cm3 
b. 8 cm 
c. 6 cm3 
d. 6 cm3 
e. 8 cm2 
 
17. WWWWhat are the following three numbers in the number pattern: hat are the following three numbers in the number pattern: hat are the following three numbers in the number pattern: hat are the following three numbers in the number pattern: 1, 2, 3, 7, 8,1, 2, 3, 7, 8,1, 2, 3, 7, 8,1, 2, 3, 7, 8,    9, 139, 139, 139, 13    14,14,14,14,    

___, ______, ______, ______, ___, ___, ___, ___, ___? 
a. 15, 16, 17 
b. 18, 19, 20 
c. 15, 19, 20 
d. 19, 20, 21 
e. 16, 17, 18 
 
18. ThomasThomasThomasThomas    has a container full of custard biscuits.  He eats 5 of them himself.  The has a container full of custard biscuits.  He eats 5 of them himself.  The has a container full of custard biscuits.  He eats 5 of them himself.  The has a container full of custard biscuits.  He eats 5 of them himself.  The 

remaining biscuits are eaten by his six friends.  The first friend to arrive eats remaining biscuits are eaten by his six friends.  The first friend to arrive eats remaining biscuits are eaten by his six friends.  The first friend to arrive eats remaining biscuits are eaten by his six friends.  The first friend to arrive eats 1111;  the ;  the ;  the ;  the 
second friend eats 3;  the third friend eats 5;  and so it continues in the same waysecond friend eats 3;  the third friend eats 5;  and so it continues in the same waysecond friend eats 3;  the third friend eats 5;  and so it continues in the same waysecond friend eats 3;  the third friend eats 5;  and so it continues in the same way    
up to the sixth friend.  When the sixth friend up to the sixth friend.  When the sixth friend up to the sixth friend.  When the sixth friend up to the sixth friend.  When the sixth friend has taken his biscuits, the container is has taken his biscuits, the container is has taken his biscuits, the container is has taken his biscuits, the container is 
empty.  How many custard biscuits were originally in the container before Thomas empty.  How many custard biscuits were originally in the container before Thomas empty.  How many custard biscuits were originally in the container before Thomas empty.  How many custard biscuits were originally in the container before Thomas 
started to eat his 5 biscuitsstarted to eat his 5 biscuitsstarted to eat his 5 biscuitsstarted to eat his 5 biscuits????    

a. 36 
b. 9 
c. 41 
d. 30 
e. 14 
 
19. LLLList the prime numbers greater than 10 and less than 20. ist the prime numbers greater than 10 and less than 20. ist the prime numbers greater than 10 and less than 20. ist the prime numbers greater than 10 and less than 20.  
a. 11, 13, 15, 17, 19 
b. 11, 13, 17, 19,  
c. 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 9 
d. 20 
e. 12, 14, 16, 18 
  



 

20. SaSaSaSam glues m glues m glues m glues 8888    cubes together, which he had arranged in a square block (cubes together, which he had arranged in a square block (cubes together, which he had arranged in a square block (cubes together, which he had arranged in a square block (
sketch below).  Thereaftersketch below).  Thereaftersketch below).  Thereaftersketch below).  Thereafter
cubes apart again, how many surfaces will not be painted red?cubes apart again, how many surfaces will not be painted red?cubes apart again, how many surfaces will not be painted red?cubes apart again, how many surfaces will not be painted red?

   
a. 20 
b. 8 
c. 12 
d. 16 
e. 24 
 
 
21. The The The The produproduproduproduct of ct of ct of ct of 7 7 7 7 and and and and 11 11 11 11 
a. 7 and 11 
b. 1, 7 and 11 
c. 1, 7, 11 and 77 
d. 7, 11 and 77 
e. 1, 7 and 77 
 
 
22. Write the following number in standard form (numerals):  Write the following number in standard form (numerals):  Write the following number in standard form (numerals):  Write the following number in standard form (numerals):  

TTTTwwwwo million eighty eight thousand four hundred and twenty three.o million eighty eight thousand four hundred and twenty three.o million eighty eight thousand four hundred and twenty three.o million eighty eight thousand four hundred and twenty three.
a. 2 088 423 
b. 288 423 
c. 2 000 880 423 
d. 2 880 423 
e. 2 880 432 
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cubes together, which he had arranged in a square block (cubes together, which he had arranged in a square block (cubes together, which he had arranged in a square block (cubes together, which he had arranged in a square block (
sketch below).  Thereaftersketch below).  Thereaftersketch below).  Thereaftersketch below).  Thereafter    he dips the square object into red paint.  If he takes the he dips the square object into red paint.  If he takes the he dips the square object into red paint.  If he takes the he dips the square object into red paint.  If he takes the 
cubes apart again, how many surfaces will not be painted red?cubes apart again, how many surfaces will not be painted red?cubes apart again, how many surfaces will not be painted red?cubes apart again, how many surfaces will not be painted red?

 

11 11 11 11 isisisis    equal to equal to equal to equal to 77777777. . . .     LLLList all the factors of ist all the factors of ist all the factors of ist all the factors of 77777777

Write the following number in standard form (numerals):  Write the following number in standard form (numerals):  Write the following number in standard form (numerals):  Write the following number in standard form (numerals):      
o million eighty eight thousand four hundred and twenty three.o million eighty eight thousand four hundred and twenty three.o million eighty eight thousand four hundred and twenty three.o million eighty eight thousand four hundred and twenty three.

cubes together, which he had arranged in a square block (cubes together, which he had arranged in a square block (cubes together, which he had arranged in a square block (cubes together, which he had arranged in a square block (ssssee the ee the ee the ee the 
he dips the square object into red paint.  If he takes the he dips the square object into red paint.  If he takes the he dips the square object into red paint.  If he takes the he dips the square object into red paint.  If he takes the 

cubes apart again, how many surfaces will not be painted red?cubes apart again, how many surfaces will not be painted red?cubes apart again, how many surfaces will not be painted red?cubes apart again, how many surfaces will not be painted red? 

77777777.... 

o million eighty eight thousand four hundred and twenty three.o million eighty eight thousand four hundred and twenty three.o million eighty eight thousand four hundred and twenty three.o million eighty eight thousand four hundred and twenty three.    
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23. SaSaSaSally is in Grade lly is in Grade lly is in Grade lly is in Grade 7. 7. 7. 7.     HHHHer teacher asks them to write the number five hundred and er teacher asks them to write the number five hundred and er teacher asks them to write the number five hundred and er teacher asks them to write the number five hundred and 
eleven thousand in numerals.  eleven thousand in numerals.  eleven thousand in numerals.  eleven thousand in numerals.      
SaSaSaSally writes lly writes lly writes lly writes 500 11500 11500 11500 11    000000000000....        Is SaIs SaIs SaIs Sally’s answer correctlly’s answer correctlly’s answer correctlly’s answer correct? ? ? ?     IIIIf it is not correct, what is the f it is not correct, what is the f it is not correct, what is the f it is not correct, what is the 
correct answercorrect answercorrect answercorrect answer????    

a. Sally’s answer is incorrect.  The correct answer is 511. 
b. Sally’s answer is correct. 
c. Sally’s answer is incorrect.  The correct answer is 5 1100. 
d. Sally’s answer is incorrect.  The correct answer is 511000000. 
e. Sally’s answer is incorrect.  The correct answer is 511000. 
 
 
24. MaryMaryMaryMary    substracts substracts substracts substracts 162162162162    from from from from 324. 324. 324. 324.     HHHHer answer looks like thiser answer looks like thiser answer looks like thiser answer looks like this::::    
 

             324324324324    
        ----162162162162    
                242242242242    
    

Is hIs hIs hIs her answer correct or incorrect?  If it is incorrect, what is the mistake she made?er answer correct or incorrect?  If it is incorrect, what is the mistake she made?er answer correct or incorrect?  If it is incorrect, what is the mistake she made?er answer correct or incorrect?  If it is incorrect, what is the mistake she made?    
a. Mary’s answer is correct. 
b. Mary’s answer is wrong.  She is adding the numbers. 
c. Mary’s answer is wrong.  She is adding the bigger number in the ten place value 

to the smaller number in the ten place value.   
d. Mary’s answer is wrong.  She is subtracting the smaller number in the ten place 

value from the bigger number in the ten place value. 
e. Mary’s answer is wrong.  She does not understand the meaning of adding.  
 

 
25. The following are equivalent fractions.  Fill in the numeral that is omitted.The following are equivalent fractions.  Fill in the numeral that is omitted.The following are equivalent fractions.  Fill in the numeral that is omitted.The following are equivalent fractions.  Fill in the numeral that is omitted.        

        
O

M
    =  =  =  =  

⎕

LN
    

 

a. 
U

J
 =  

c

HS
 

b. 
U

J
 =  

HS

HS
 

c. 
U

J
 =  

G

HS
 

d. 
U

J
 =  

U

HS
 

e. 
U

J
 =  

J

HS
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26. In In In In a group of 60 Grade 7 learners, a group of 60 Grade 7 learners, a group of 60 Grade 7 learners, a group of 60 Grade 7 learners, 22220% 0% 0% 0% scored between scored between scored between scored between 66665 5 5 5 andandandand    77770 0 0 0 out of out of out of out of 100100100100    for for for for 
their first Mathematics test.  How many learners in the group didn’t score between their first Mathematics test.  How many learners in the group didn’t score between their first Mathematics test.  How many learners in the group didn’t score between their first Mathematics test.  How many learners in the group didn’t score between 
66665 5 5 5 and and and and 77770 0 0 0 out of out of out of out of 101010100000???? 

a. 12 
b. 24 
c. 48 
d. 36 
e. 65 
 
 
27. MMMMs s s s Truter maTruter maTruter maTruter makes chocolate icekes chocolate icekes chocolate icekes chocolate ice----cream for a homecream for a homecream for a homecream for a home    industry shop.  The recipe needs industry shop.  The recipe needs industry shop.  The recipe needs industry shop.  The recipe needs 

100 100 100 100 mℓ    cream for 5 people.  How much cream does she need to make chocolate cream for 5 people.  How much cream does she need to make chocolate cream for 5 people.  How much cream does she need to make chocolate cream for 5 people.  How much cream does she need to make chocolate 
iceiceiceice----cream for 8 peoplecream for 8 peoplecream for 8 peoplecream for 8 people???? 

a. 20 mℓ 
b. 80 mℓ 
c. 100 mℓ 
d. 200 mℓ 
e. 160 mℓ 
 
 
28. If 250 babies are born in the world every minute, how many babies are born in half If 250 babies are born in the world every minute, how many babies are born in half If 250 babies are born in the world every minute, how many babies are born in half If 250 babies are born in the world every minute, how many babies are born in half 

an hour?an hour?an hour?an hour? 
a. 15 000 
b. 7 500 
c. 250 000 
d. 25 000 
e. 30 000 
 
 
29. It takes a train three and a half hours to travel It takes a train three and a half hours to travel It takes a train three and a half hours to travel It takes a train three and a half hours to travel 333355550 km0 km0 km0 km.  What was the average .  What was the average .  What was the average .  What was the average 

speed of the speed of the speed of the speed of the train?train?train?train? 
a. 350 km 
b. 100 km per hour 
c. 100 hours 
d. 350 km per hour 
e. 50 km per hour 
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30. A deli sells 4 (four) different iceA deli sells 4 (four) different iceA deli sells 4 (four) different iceA deli sells 4 (four) different ice----cream flavours.  These flavours are strawberry, cream flavours.  These flavours are strawberry, cream flavours.  These flavours are strawberry, cream flavours.  These flavours are strawberry, 
chocolate, grchocolate, grchocolate, grchocolate, greeeenadilla and vanilla.  Two different flavours of icenadilla and vanilla.  Two different flavours of icenadilla and vanilla.  Two different flavours of icenadilla and vanilla.  Two different flavours of ice----cream are soldcream are soldcream are soldcream are sold    
together in a cup.  How many combinations of two flavours are possibletogether in a cup.  How many combinations of two flavours are possibletogether in a cup.  How many combinations of two flavours are possibletogether in a cup.  How many combinations of two flavours are possible???? 

a. 6 
b. 2 
c. 3 
d. 8 
e. 10 
 
 

31. WWWWhat is the probability when throwing a diehat is the probability when throwing a diehat is the probability when throwing a diehat is the probability when throwing a die,,,,    that the outcome will be less than that the outcome will be less than that the outcome will be less than that the outcome will be less than 
five?five?five?five? 

a. 4 out of each six throws 
b. 5 out of each six throws 
c. 6 out of each six throws 
d. 6 out of each four throws 
e. 6 out of each five throws 
 

32. The table below presents the frequencies of learners in the FunThe table below presents the frequencies of learners in the FunThe table below presents the frequencies of learners in the FunThe table below presents the frequencies of learners in the Fun----Learning Primary Learning Primary Learning Primary Learning Primary 
School.  Investigate the table and then answer the following question:  How many School.  Investigate the table and then answer the following question:  How many School.  Investigate the table and then answer the following question:  How many School.  Investigate the table and then answer the following question:  How many 
fewer fewer fewer fewer learners are in the foundation phase than in the intermediate phase?learners are in the foundation phase than in the intermediate phase?learners are in the foundation phase than in the intermediate phase?learners are in the foundation phase than in the intermediate phase?    

    
Grade Phase Number of 

learners 

R  68 

1 Foundation phase 72 

2 70 

3 86 

4 Intermediate phase 83 

5 80 

6 85 

7 Senior phase 82 

 

a. 98 
b. 626 
c. 398 
d. 78 
e. 20 
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33. Uncle Chris has two big fields where his cattle and sheep grace.  Half of his animals Uncle Chris has two big fields where his cattle and sheep grace.  Half of his animals Uncle Chris has two big fields where his cattle and sheep grace.  Half of his animals Uncle Chris has two big fields where his cattle and sheep grace.  Half of his animals 
graze in the field closest to his house.  If there are graze in the field closest to his house.  If there are graze in the field closest to his house.  If there are graze in the field closest to his house.  If there are 111125 25 25 25 cattle and 312 sheep in the cattle and 312 sheep in the cattle and 312 sheep in the cattle and 312 sheep in the 
field closest to his house, how many sheep are grazing in the other field with 318 field closest to his house, how many sheep are grazing in the other field with 318 field closest to his house, how many sheep are grazing in the other field with 318 field closest to his house, how many sheep are grazing in the other field with 318 
cattle?cattle?cattle?cattle? 

a. 437 
b. 119 
c. 755 
d. 443 
e. 318 
 
34. The sum of 5 numbers is 3 The sum of 5 numbers is 3 The sum of 5 numbers is 3 The sum of 5 numbers is 3 505. 505. 505. 505.     Four of these numbers are:  Four of these numbers are:  Four of these numbers are:  Four of these numbers are:  247247247247, 987, 654 , 987, 654 , 987, 654 , 987, 654 and and and and 

703703703703. . . .     WWWWhat is the average of the five numbers?hat is the average of the five numbers?hat is the average of the five numbers?hat is the average of the five numbers? 
a. 71 
b. 2 591 
c. 914 
d. 701 
e. 654 
 
35. Investigate the patterns in the multiplication pairs given in blocks A to F below and Investigate the patterns in the multiplication pairs given in blocks A to F below and Investigate the patterns in the multiplication pairs given in blocks A to F below and Investigate the patterns in the multiplication pairs given in blocks A to F below and 

then give the numbers omitted in block E and block F.  then give the numbers omitted in block E and block F.  then give the numbers omitted in block E and block F.  then give the numbers omitted in block E and block F.      
    

BloBloBloBlock ck ck ck AAAA    

5 x 6 = 30 

4 x 7 = 28 

BloBloBloBlock ck ck ck BBBB    

6 x 7 = 42 

5 x 8 = 40 

BloBloBloBlock ck ck ck CCCC    

7 x 8 = 56 

6 x 9 = 54 

BloBloBloBlock ck ck ck DDDD    

8 x 9 = 72 

7 x 10 = 70 

BloBloBloBlock ck ck ck EEEE    

15 x 16 =  240 

14 x 17 =  ......... 

BloBloBloBlock ck ck ck FFFF    

20 x 21 = ......... 

19 x 22 = 418 

 

a. Block E 238,  Block F 420 
b. Block E 240,  Block F 420 
c. Block E 238,  Block F 418 
d. Block F 660,  Block E 646 
e. Block E 110,  Block F 142 
 
36. One cubic centimetre or One cubic centimetre or One cubic centimetre or One cubic centimetre or cmcmcmcm3333    (s(s(s(see the sketch belowee the sketch belowee the sketch belowee the sketch below), ), ), ), has side lengths equal to has side lengths equal to has side lengths equal to has side lengths equal to 1 cm 1 cm 1 cm 1 cm 

((((one centimetreone centimetreone centimetreone centimetre). ). ). ).     The volume of the cube is The volume of the cube is The volume of the cube is The volume of the cube is 1111    cmcmcmcm3333. . . .     PPPPeter wants to calculate the eter wants to calculate the eter wants to calculate the eter wants to calculate the 
volume of a cube with side lengths equal to volume of a cube with side lengths equal to volume of a cube with side lengths equal to volume of a cube with side lengths equal to 3 cm3 cm3 cm3 cm.  What is the volume of this cube?.  What is the volume of this cube?.  What is the volume of this cube?.  What is the volume of this cube? 

 
 

a. 1 cm3 
b. 3 cm3 
c. 6 cm 
d. 27 cm3 
e. 9 cm 
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37. RiRiRiRick, Susan, Will and Janine are all in ck, Susan, Will and Janine are all in ck, Susan, Will and Janine are all in ck, Susan, Will and Janine are all in GraGraGraGrade de de de 7. 7. 7. 7.     EEEEach one of them is the top ach one of them is the top ach one of them is the top ach one of them is the top 
performer in one of the following subjects:  Mathematics, Afrikaans, Social Science performer in one of the following subjects:  Mathematics, Afrikaans, Social Science performer in one of the following subjects:  Mathematics, Afrikaans, Social Science performer in one of the following subjects:  Mathematics, Afrikaans, Social Science 
and Natural Science.  Rick is the top performer and Natural Science.  Rick is the top performer and Natural Science.  Rick is the top performer and Natural Science.  Rick is the top performer in Afrikaans, Janine is not the top in Afrikaans, Janine is not the top in Afrikaans, Janine is not the top in Afrikaans, Janine is not the top 
performer in Natural Science.  If Will is the top performer in Social Science, in performer in Natural Science.  If Will is the top performer in Social Science, in performer in Natural Science.  If Will is the top performer in Social Science, in performer in Natural Science.  If Will is the top performer in Social Science, in 
which subject is Susan the top performer?which subject is Susan the top performer?which subject is Susan the top performer?which subject is Susan the top performer? 

a. Mathematics 
b. Afrikaans 
c. Natural Science 
d. Social Science 
e. None of these subjects 
 
38. WWWWhich of the following is not equal to one millionhich of the following is not equal to one millionhich of the following is not equal to one millionhich of the following is not equal to one million???? 
a. 10 x 100 000 
b. 1 000 x 1 000 
c. 100 x 100 x 10 
d. 10 x10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 
e. 100 x 100 x 100 
 

39. The sum of the first two numbers The sum of the first two numbers The sum of the first two numbers The sum of the first two numbers (8 + 11) in (8 + 11) in (8 + 11) in (8 + 11) in a number strip is equal to the third a number strip is equal to the third a number strip is equal to the third a number strip is equal to the third 
number number number number (19). (19). (19). (19).     The sum of the second and third numbers The sum of the second and third numbers The sum of the second and third numbers The sum of the second and third numbers (11 + 19) i(11 + 19) i(11 + 19) i(11 + 19) in the number n the number n the number n the number 
strip is equal to the fourth number strip is equal to the fourth number strip is equal to the fourth number strip is equal to the fourth number (30).(30).(30).(30).    

 

  Example: 
8888    11111111    19191919    30303030    

 

Calculate the two numbers omitted in the following number strip.Calculate the two numbers omitted in the following number strip.Calculate the two numbers omitted in the following number strip.Calculate the two numbers omitted in the following number strip.    
 

16  47  
 

a. 8 and 11 
b. 16 and 63 
c. 47 and 31 
d. 47 and 78 
e. 31 and 78 
 

40. It takes Wian 2 (two) days to paint a wall and it takes Jaco 3 (three) days to paint It takes Wian 2 (two) days to paint a wall and it takes Jaco 3 (three) days to paint It takes Wian 2 (two) days to paint a wall and it takes Jaco 3 (three) days to paint It takes Wian 2 (two) days to paint a wall and it takes Jaco 3 (three) days to paint 
the same wall.  How long will it take Wian and Jaco to paint the wall togetherthe same wall.  How long will it take Wian and Jaco to paint the wall togetherthe same wall.  How long will it take Wian and Jaco to paint the wall togetherthe same wall.  How long will it take Wian and Jaco to paint the wall together???? 

a. 1 day 

b. 1
H

K
 day 

c. 5 days  
d. 6 days 

e. 2
H

R
 day 
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Questions 41 Questions 41 Questions 41 Questions 41 and 42and 42and 42and 42    should be done at the back of the multipleshould be done at the back of the multipleshould be done at the back of the multipleshould be done at the back of the multiple----choice answer sheet in choice answer sheet in choice answer sheet in choice answer sheet in 
the spaces provided.   the spaces provided.   the spaces provided.   the spaces provided.       

 

QUESTION QUESTION QUESTION QUESTION 41414141::::    
    

The Grade The Grade The Grade The Grade 7777    learners wrote a revision test.  Liezl did a division sum as follows:learners wrote a revision test.  Liezl did a division sum as follows:learners wrote a revision test.  Liezl did a division sum as follows:learners wrote a revision test.  Liezl did a division sum as follows:     

   3333|2412|2412|2412|2412    

                                        84848484    

41.1 Three (3) marks are allocated.  Three (3) marks are allocated.  Three (3) marks are allocated.  Three (3) marks are allocated.  How many marks will you allocate Liezl?How many marks will you allocate Liezl?How many marks will you allocate Liezl?How many marks will you allocate Liezl?    ________________________     
    

If you gave Liezl full marks (3) in 41.1, you don’t have to answer 41.2 and 41.3. 
 

41.2    IIIIffff    you didn’t allocate full marks to Liezl in 41.1, what is the mistake she madeyou didn’t allocate full marks to Liezl in 41.1, what is the mistake she madeyou didn’t allocate full marks to Liezl in 41.1, what is the mistake she madeyou didn’t allocate full marks to Liezl in 41.1, what is the mistake she made? ? ? ?     

41.3 HoHoHoHow will you explain w will you explain w will you explain w will you explain the sum tthe sum tthe sum tthe sum toooo    Liezl so that she will not make the same mistake in Liezl so that she will not make the same mistake in Liezl so that she will not make the same mistake in Liezl so that she will not make the same mistake in 
futurefuturefuturefuture???? 

 

 

QUESTION QUESTION QUESTION QUESTION 42424242::::    
    

Explain why Mathematics is important for your future.Explain why Mathematics is important for your future.Explain why Mathematics is important for your future.Explain why Mathematics is important for your future.        
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